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President’s Message
am pleased and honoured to be the incoming President of the Canadian Condominium Institute’s
Toronto & Area Chapter. I would like to begin my message by thanking Bill Thompson for serving in this role over the last two years. Bill has definitely left some big shoes to fill, and I look
forward to continuing the excellent work that CCI-T has done under his leadership.

I

In taking on the Presidency, I bring significant industry experience with me. I am a founding partner of Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP. I specialize in condominium law and have been practicing law
since 1984. Before being elected as president of CCI-T, I was involved in a number of CCI-T committees, including serving on the Communications Committee, the Conference Committee, as well as
the joint CCI-T/ACMO Legislative/Government Relations Committee. The Legislative/ Government
Relations Committee was involved in hosting an Advocacy Day at Queen’s Park where participants
met with members of the provincial parliament in an effort to ensure that government representatives
fully understand the unique needs and challenges of the condominium community. In addition, we
presented an extensive list of recommendations to the provincial government in an effort to assist in
its review of existing condominium legislation in this province. Partly as a result of the joint
Legislative/Government Relations Committee’s efforts, and those of CCI-T as a whole, the provincial government has started the long awaited process of re-opening the Condominium Act, 1998. The
changes that will hopefully be made as a result of this process are long-overdue, and CCI-T will continue to represent the interests of its members in this process.
CCI-T will also continue its very substantial efforts to educate condominium owners and directors about
their respective rights and responsibilities. As Bill referred to in his last message in this space, efforts
are underway to rewrite CCI’s course material to better meet the needs of those members who are looking to CCI for this education.
Finally, CCI-T will continue to listen to its members to ensure that we are serving you sufficiently and
appropriately. We welcome feedback from any members who have comments or suggestions as to
where CCI-T should be focusing its efforts, and would be pleased to hear from you at ccitoronto@taylorenterprises.com. There are challenges ahead, and as your new President, I look forward to leading the organization to taking them on.

Brian Horlick, B.Comm., B.C.L., LL.B., ACCI, FCCI
President, CCI Toronto & Area Chapter
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From the Editor
Let Me Use My Home!
I own a condominium unit with a tandem parking spot where two motor vehicles are permitted to be
parked. The tandem spot can easily hold three small cars. On one occasion, however, I parked three
small cars in the spot. Unbelievably, there was a complaint.

What is even more unbelievable is that the compliant has merit. How so you ask?

Far too often, the initial drafters of declarations and by-laws insert highly restrictive provisions that unnecessarily limit
the highest and best use of not only the common elements, but of units as well. Often, such restrictions are not even
really thought about by the developer, but are inserted simply as boilerplate by the developer’s lawyers. Let’s be honest, at that stage, no one really cares if a unit owner is restricted to parking one vehicle in a spot that could hold two
or even three even if the vehicles include motorcycles.

Boards often come to me for advice as to how to deal with the situation, and I have to give them the unfortunate deadend advice, that the only way that they can change the use of their parking units is to amend the declaration, which
requires the further unfortunate level of approval of 80% of the unit owners. We all know that this approval will very
likely never be obtained because there are always more than 20% of unit owners who will not approve the highest and
best use of other owners’ property.

So, let’s make this clear, the corporation has to get consent from 80% of the owners, for each owner to have the highest and best use of his or her own property? This is absurd. There should be a way for condominiums to, by board resolution, encourage and effect, legally, the highest and best use of condominium property. In fact, the new legislation
should allow boards to override similar unnecessary property restrictive provisions in the declaration.

In a city where there is growing intensification and the increasing use of smaller and more efficient vehicles,
including mini cars and motorcycles, what business is it of a developer to limit the use of parking spaces to one motor
vehicle? Courts have even determined that condominium rules limiting the number of cars that can be parked in one
space to be unreasonable and, as a result, invalid, especially when the cars fit entirely within the confines of the
parking space. Unfortunately, declaration provisions do not have to be reasonable and, when found in a declaration,
are valid.

Thankfully, my condominium did use the intelligent rationale that they do not enforce such a ridiculous restriction
on my tandem spot, which would be the equivalent of enforcing a restriction of a single car in a single spot. It is
intelligent because it encourages the highest and best use and does not unnecessarily restrict the use of one’s own
property.

However, the manager pointed out that it is not the condominium board that is seeking to enforce this ridiculous
limitation, but it was an owner that complained! And, so I now ask:
How unbelievable is that?!

Mario Deo, BA, LL.B.
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GAME CHANGERS
An Interview with Howard Bogach
BY: JAMES M. RUSSELL

Recently, CCI-T Vice President, Mario Deo had the opportunity to sit down with Howard
Bogash, the CEO of Tarion to chat about the role and future direction of Tarion. The
following pages include an edited and condensed version of their conversation.
MARIO: Good morning Mr. Bogach.
Could you give us a little background
about Tarion?

HB: Tarion is a consumer protection
organisation. We were created some
thirty-six years ago when the market
was a little haywire. We were given the
task of making sure that there was a
balance of things so that consumers
were protected. The builders were supportive because good builders want to
make sure that those people who are
playing outside the rules are dealt with
since it damages other builders’ reputations along the way. So there has
always been this common interest of
protecting the consumer. We find that
sometimes the playing field isn’t totally level because homebuilders are in
that business every single day and
homeowners are not. Homeowners
need to understand that there are
resources they can count on, and Tarion
is one of those resources.

MARIO: What has been your greatest
challenge since you have become
President and CEO of Tarion?

HB: I think the greatest challenge for
me has been to understand all the
8
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aspects of the industry, to understand
the complexities of Tarion, and to
understand the complexities of its legislation. This is probably the most
rewarding role I have ever had, because
I help people fulfill their dreams of buying a properly-built home, and that’s a
nice thing to be able to say.

MARIO: We have noticed a positive
change in Tarion since you became
President and CEO. Can you tell us
how this was accomplished?

HB: It’s nice to get positive feedback.
I see myself as the conductor of a great
symphony. I work with some really, terrific people. I come from a credit union
background so when I took on the job
I had to learn about how we provide our
warranty, how we communicate with
our stakeholders, and how we communicate with homeowners. And, just as
importantly, how do we take a very
complicated process of providing a
statutory warranty and make it usable
both from a homeowner’s perspective
and from a builder’s perspective so that
it makes sense along the way? We really want to make the process better for
all our stakeholders. Being a consumer
protection organisation, we strive to

maintain a program that is in the best
interests of consumers and builders. If
you have unhappy consumers, you, as
a builder, don’t have much of a business. And if there are builders doing
things that are unethical then Tarion and
builders alike want to get them out of
the industry because it doesn’t help the
builders who are playing by the rules.

We deal with half a million homes
under warranty at any one time, but to
the home buyer that house or condo-

minium is not just a home – it’s the
largest purchase they are going to make
and the fulfilment of their dream.
Ninety-nine percent of the time things
go really well but when they don’t, the
homeowner is wondering ‘Why me?
Why did things go wrong in my home?
” When the homeowner gets to Tarion
they are further aggravated by the
process, which requires the homeowner to fill out forms then wait a period
of time.

One of the most significant changes has
been adding a public consultation
process as part of our policy development process. We started doing this in
2010 to make sure that stakeholders
have more of a voice. After Tarion
reached out to consumers and builders
through this process, both groups told
us that there needed to be an improvement in the time frames for resolving
condominium issues, so we found
processes that are fair, reasonable and
accomplish the goal of moving the
process along.
MARIO: The improvements to
Bulletin 19 (Quality review during
construction), introduction of Bulletin
49 (common elements claim process)
and the introduction of the Common
Element Construction Performance
Guidelines are all huge improvements
that will provide a better experience
for new Condominiums and we thank
you on behalf of our constituents.
What motivated Tarion to introduce
these improvements in such a short
period of time?

HB: I think that these processes had
been thought about for a long period of
time. We know there are frustrations.
There are frustrations from our side,
frustrations for consumers, and frustrations for builders. There is a great
opportunity for us to try and resolve
these issues. It is very, very important to
us that whenever we make a change we
take it back to all the industry players
and consumer groups in an effort to get
everyone’s perspective so that we’ve
captured all the pitfalls before we move
something forward. This is done

through our public consultation process
before we make policy changes. There
are times that we want to move things
forward even faster but we want to
make sure that each and every one of
our key stakeholders has a say in this.
From those consultations came Builder
Bulletin 19, which provides more structure to the Field Review Consultants
reporting requirements, and Builder
Bulletin 49, which introduced a formal
process for making common element
warranty claims.

We are always open to new ideas that
will help us better fulfill our consumerprotection role, and often those opportunities come to light as a result of our
ongoing consultations with our stakeholders. We are in a good position to
facilitate discussion because we are
able to hear different perspectives, then
figure out how to bridge the gaps.

MARIO: Can you tell us how the
Tarion board works and how they are
appointed?

HB: Our Board is made up of seventeen people. Five are appointed by the
Province. Currently, the Honourable
Margarett Best, Ontario’s Minister of
Consumer Services makes the appointments on behalf of the Province. She
looks for people who have consumer
interest backgrounds. A further eight
of our Board members are selected
through the Ontario Home Builders’
Association. They go through a comprehensive selection process, which
includes non-builder representatives
screening the candidates to see if they
are suitable to sit on our Board of
Directors. We also have two independent members. Right now, both of those
independent members possess a strong
financial background. Peter Oakes is
an independent chartered accountant
and Lea Ray is the CFO at a large
organisation and also on the WSIB
(Workplace Safety and Insurance
Board). So we want to make sure that
we have the ability to add special skills
when we need them along the way. The
President of the OHBA sits as a nonvoting member of the Board, and even
Continued on page 11
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though I don’t vote on issues, I am technically a Board member. I am very fortunate to have Harry Herskowitz as the
Chair. Harry comes to that role with
tremendous experience in the condominium market and tremendous sense
of justice and fairness. Having people
like that who I report to makes it easy
to have a balanced, stakeholder-driven
organisation that reaches out and listens, and tries to create a fair environment. I think that a lot of credit for
Tarion’s successes goes to our Board of
Directors.

MARIO: Can you help our readers
understand why there is no Tarion
warranty on “conversions” (new condos built incorporating components of
an older building) even when the vast
majority of components are new?

HB: The simple answer is that when
our Act was written some thirty-seven
years ago, the industry and legislators
took efforts to try to avoid being in the
renovation warranty business. So it was

written clearly that the construction had
to be new and fresh. Conversions were
never intended to be covered in the
statute. However, since the Act was
written, the marketplace has changed
and there is now a demand for new
products like condominium conversions that have aspects that are part new
construction and little pieces that are
existing construction. A few years ago
we conducted a study on the issue and
found that there are so many different
variances of conversions that we need
to consider if the decision is made to
add this type of condominium to the
warranty.

The second side of the study indicated
that there were not likely to be many
more of these new/old conversions. We
now see that the second part of these
findings was wrong. Since the Province
is now in the midst of publicly consulting on the Condominium Act, the suggestion that conversions should receive
warranty protection has been raised
during their review, so we are continu-

ing to study the issue to see if there is a
role for us to play.

The consumer views their new/old conversion as a new condominium and naturally they want to get the same warranty benefits. So we need to look at
this from a perspective of “how can we
accommodate this within our Act? And,
how can we deal with this in terms of
being risk-priced?” That has not been
our business model in the past but while
the Condominium Act is being
reviewed we are going to do some of
our own work behind the scenes to better understand if it is possible to accommodate this. This issue is going to be
on the Tarion Board agenda for 2013.
MARIO: What further consumer-protection related changes can we expect
in the future?

HB: We are in the midst of a number of
different changes. We still have condominiums caught under the old provisions and new provisions for getting
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through to closure. We recently
launched the Common Element CPG
(Construction Performance Guidelines), which sets out the minimum performance required in the construction
of the common elements of new residential condominium in Ontario. We
also have changed our rules on major
structural defects (MSD), which put
more accountability on builders for
these types of claims. Previously,

defects identified within the first two
years would be charged to the builder’s
account. But anything after that would
be handled by Tarion directly. We don’t
think that’s right. We extended the
builder’s accountability to seven years
because if the builder is more accountable then we think he/she will take better care. We are also working on a
builder education initiative, to ensure
that builders have the proper training

and qualifications and not just financial
support and backing. We also have a
proposal on Performance-Based
Pricing, which rewards good builders
and penalizes those with poor records.
If you have a really bad record you are
going to pay a lot more and possibly
have your license revoked.

Recently, Tarion introduced changes to
the Addendum, placing all fees and
charges on a single sheet instead of
throughout the document, so any extra
charges to the purchase price of a home
are highly visible to the homeowner.

Additionally, about a year ago, we
made a regulatory change related to
Phantom Charges, making it clear that
builders can only pass along third party
costs that actually occurred. Although
only one builder was engaging in this
activity, it is an example of how Tarion
works to protect consumers from the
rogue builders that are not following
best practices.
MARIO: If you wanted to send a message to our readers, what would it be?

HB: The one thing that I want to
emphasize is that Tarion is an excellent
resource for new home and condo
owners. We are always happy to
answer questions and point people in
the right direction if they are looking
for information. Not only do we have
an excellent, information-packed
website (www.tarion.com) but we
can be reached through our toll-free
number (1-877-982-7466), or emailed
via our website (www.tarion.com/
Pages/Contact-Us.aspx).

Additionally, as a consumer, our webbased
service
MyHome
(https://myhome.tarion.com/hop),
allows you to manage your warranty
and track your correspondence online.
MyHome also gives consumers all the
important dates they need to know
throughout their warranty process and
sends them deadline reminders. And, of
course, we encourage consumers to be
involved in their condominium associations. n
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The Successful Annual
General Meeting
BY PAUL CHAMBERLAIN
PRESIDENT OF MTCC # 1012

he corporation’s Annual General
Meeting (AGM) is the one occasion each year when the
Condominium Act mandates that a
Board of Directors must “face” its owners and is the time when the directors
are called to account for their decisions
and efforts of the previous year.
Therefore, everything the Board does
over the course of the year will determine how successful the meeting will
be and how comfortable the directors
will feel when the meeting is called to
order. To have any chance for the
“Perfect AGM” directors must be diligent, transparent and well prepared.

T

BAD AGM:

My corporation’s November, 2008
meeting was almost comical in how terribly it went. The main issue before the
owners was a request for approval of a
Standard Unit By-Law. A template for
the by-law and accompanying schedule had been provided by our legal team
but all of our preparation was missing.
Winter 2012
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The Board did not consult with original
owners to establish what was provided
in the units when the declaration and
description were registered, and only
brief consultations occurred with our
insurance company.

Looking back I cannot understand how
we allowed ourselves to be so unprepared for what was about to transpire.
Consequently, there were incessant
complaints about inaccuracies in the
schedule and clearly, it was obvious to
owners that the document had been
poorly conceived. The corporation’s
lawyer was acting as Chair for the
meeting and he ended up arguing with
owners over interpretations of the Act
and at one point an owner yelled at the
property manager to “wipe that smirk
off your face”.

The low point of the evening (or the
high point depending on your point of
view) was reached when the Chair had
to inform the owners that the number
of owners present plus proxies were
insufficient to approve the by-law in the

14
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‘One owner who had been
a previous director spoke
up pleading with the
gathering to stop making
insulting remarks and
attacking board members
so viciously.’
first place. At that point things became
chaotic. One owner who had been a
previous director spoke up pleading
with the gathering to stop making
insulting remarks and attacking board
members so viciously. In a state of
panic we recessed the meeting while
the property manager, board president
and the corporation’s lawyer huddled
to figure out how to deal with the
dilemma, and individual board members spoke with owners they knew in

an effort at damage control.

After a brief time, one other director
spoke to the gathering in an attempt to
offer an explanation where none would
have been purposeful and he was not
well received.

Finally, the meeting was adjourned with
a date set for a special meeting to complete the business. Some might look at
this and suggest the turn of events was
a surprise, but really, it was very predictable. Diligence and preparation had
been sorely lacking, and considering
that in prior AGM’s there had been little or no negativity from owners, this
state of affairs was completely preventable.

We did dig ourselves out of this hole,
however. Following the meeting I
called on a few of the most critical
owners to join a committee charged
with the job of reshaping the by-law’s
schedule. In doing so we involved two
owners who worked in the insurance
business and two owners who provided

the building’s original prospectus.
Three months later, we reconvened our
meeting and the by-law was approved
very calmly and with only one dissenting vote.

Fixing things had required a lot of hard
work, but by working with a volunteer
owner committee we also demonstrated some needed transparency.

GOOD AGM:

By contrast, our Annual General
Meeting of November, 2007 was a very
good AGM even though it came on the
heels of signing a contract to have individual metering installed for all our
units. Potentially this was the meeting
that could have and should have dissolved into a pitched verbal battle
between owners and the Board. We had
signed a 25 year contract with a service
provider in August of that year when
transitioning to individual metering was
mandated by the government, but by
the time of our AGM in November,
many owners present were aware that
the government had switched course
and it was no longer a requirement, and
on the surface seemed to be a precursor
to significantly higher energy costs.

But, in preparation we did our homework. We had solicited the best legal
and technical advice, and called a special owners’ information meeting in

advance. We had done our due diligence in searching out the benefits and
as a final touch we offered a spreadsheet application with formulae that
proved to owners they would be better
off with the individual metering.

I should also mention that because
energy costs are still a “hot button”
issue for many homeowners when they
look at all their household costs, I continue to track all the elements of our
energy bills so that if a question about
costs comes up at an AGM I will have
figures to show that in the past 5 years
our service provider’s delivery fees
have gone down, not up.

TIPS FOR ENSURING GOOD
AGM’s:

My underlying message is, it is not just
what you do leading up to the AGM,
but what you do all year. The three
themes that are most important in assuring successful AGM’s are:
• DILIGENCE
• TRANSPARENCY
• PREPARATION

Transparency should be evident in
everything you do. Ask for complaints,
questions, concerns — best done in
writing — and then respond to them.
Communicate with owners frequently

about decisions and issues: – newsletters, special bulletins, notices, information meetings. When we send out our
budget to owners we ask them to let us
know if they want an information meeting to explain it and we specify how
they can let us know if they do.

The board president should always
present a report at the AGM; it should
be no more than 10 minutes or so and
while it should highlight achievements,
it should also convey areas that are of
concern to the board.

Diligence is also very important. Be
careful in the boardroom when making
decisions. While you will be taking a
risk if you do not heed the advice of an
experienced property manager, it does
not mean that you merely “rubber
stamp” every recommendation he or
she makes.

What it does mean is that you should
ask the important questions because
you as a board member may have to
defend the decisions at your AGM, in
the elevator, or the parking lot. If you
can attract owners from a variety of
backgrounds to serve as directors, do
so because directors with different
backgrounds will ask different kinds of
questions.
Perhaps the most challenging problem
before a board arises when you find out
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about structural failings such as leaking roofs, underground garage degradation problems, and extensive problems with the building’s cladding or
balconies, and all of these require great
expenditures that impact on maintenance fees. It is so important that you
face these problems immediately rather
than deferring them to a later year or a
future board of directors. But by doing
your due diligence and operating in a
transparent manner you will minimize
as much as possible the potential for an
angry backlash from your owners.

Preparation is also a key to a successful meeting. Be prepared for the issues
on the agenda. Check previous years’
budgets and financial statements. Be
prepared to cite costs and where savings were made. Make sure you have
an answer for every possible question
related to the issues that concern owners and check the minutes of the previous year’s AGM to ensure you are
prepared to answer questions related to
issues raised at that meeting.
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‘…you must ensure that
the meeting is well
controlled and that the
chair knows how to
respond to the
unexpected.’
I also strongly suggest that a board
member, preferably your president,
should chair your AGM. A number of
condominium boards call in their
lawyer to perform this task as we did
for many years, but when I became
president of our corporation I decided it
was part of my role. I studied Roberts
Rules of Order to gain a greater insight
concerning procedures most likely to
come up during meetings and after 4
years I have gained confidence in run-

ning the meetings and I believe it helps
create a tone of community which can
be absent when a board hires a qualified
person from outside to be chair.
However, this is a decision that must
be made carefully because you must
ensure that the meeting is well controlled and that the chair knows how to
respond to the unexpected.
With all this said, remember, you are
volunteers and you are giving your time
to the benefit of your condo community. This is all about maintaining relationships that you had with other residents at the time you were elected to
your board. If you tackle the issues
before you with sincere effort and communicate well with your owners you
will deserve both their respect and their
appreciation though it will not always
be expressed. n

Getting the Most Out of Your
Condominium Fitness Room
BY GLORIA DOHERTY & LAURA SPIEGEL
STAK FITNESS
magine a stuffy, dimly lit fitness
room with overcrowded, out-dated
and dirty equipment that does not
function properly. Now imagine a
thoughtfully equipped space filled with
natural light. Looking at both scenarios, it’s easy to see which is adding to
and which is detracting from the property value.

I

Every visit to the fitness room should
be looked upon as a time to release the
stresses of the day, re-energize the body
and the mind, as well as build up our
reserves. The atmosphere and options
in the fitness room speak specifically
to how likely these outcomes are possible.

Residents who are regularly active will
not use the condo fitness room if the
equipment and space is not up to the
standards they see in a health club or
well equipped hotel. Residents new to
fitness and those intimidated by complicated equipment will achieve better
fitness outcomes with easy to use
options. Serving both groups of residents requires an understanding of fitness mechanics and technology
With a wide array of fitness trends and
equipment options with different technology, it’s important to understand
how your residents view fitness within
the community. Regardless of whether

you are installing a brand new gym or
just updating the existing gym, there is
much to consider.

gym memberships compared to the
total population.

Current market situation:

A good place to begin thinking about a
fitness center should start around your
community. If your goal is to attract or
retain younger community members, it
is safe to assume this group has seen
and experienced the latest exercise
equipment. Providing an experience
that misses the mark will lead residents
to join better equipped health clubs.

The condo market in Canada is in an
upswing. Condo starts are up and
younger buyers are choosing condos as
their first property purchase. Research
recently conducted by Statistics Canada
reported a rise in contractor prices in
recent months, seen as an indicator of
increased construction demand. These
statistics are bolstered by a CMHC
Monthly Housing Data Report that
showed a 27% increase in multi- unit
and related dwelling starts. Bank of
Nova Scotia economist Adrienne
Warren pointed to 2006 Census data
showing a large increase in condo ownership among younger people and suspects the trend is continuing according
to a recent article in the Financial Post.
Implications:

More condos mean more competition
from purchasers and the challenge both
new and old condos face is how to
stand apart from each other. For the
younger buyer, the battle may be won at
the fitness facility. According to a 2011
International Health, Racquet, and
Sports Club Association study, 25 to 34
year olds have the largest number of

Considerations:

Surveying current residents is an excellent way to gauge their interest in exercising and gyms. If your community
prides itself on having the latest and
greatest, fitness equipment now offers
a multitude of entertainment options
and connectivity to Facebook and other
Internet sites.

Another consideration is how your residents or prospects look at your property compared to others. Recently, an
older property with new competition
nearby addressed declining unit values
in part by renovating the fitness center
and installing exercise options that
included personalized entertainment. If
the selling point of the gym is convenience and/or cost savings, it has to provide similar experiences to what is
offered locally to be effective.
Winter 2012
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making choices about location.
Consider whether the fitness center is
easy to find, easy to reach, and in a
secure area of the condo. Hard to locate
or poorly lit locations will turn off exercisers. Conversely, fitness spaces with
outside views and quick access to lobby
areas are both pleasing and reassuring
to residents.
Address your exercising resident’s needs.
(photo courtesy of PaintBox Condominiums, Daniels
Corporation)

Maximizing Use:
Location, location, location
Fitness centers can be a significant
investment. Property boards quickly
regret installing or maintaining gyms
when they sit empty for long periods of
time.

Thinking about your fitness center as a
stand-alone business can be helpful in
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Security is a concern with most unsupervised spaces, particularly during odd
hours of the day. If possible, locating
the gym in a well trafficked area can
assure residents that someone is almost
always around.

At one property, management boosted
the value of the fitness center by moving it from a basement space into a
more ideal space occupied by an underutilized billiard room. An impressive
fitness facility in a prime location can
send a powerful message to prospective residents even if they are not die
hard exercisers.

Before: Basement view of the fitness room.
(photo courtesy of Monet Condos, Manor Crest
Management Ltd. TSCC #1642)

After: Natural light and views.
(photo courtesy of Monet Condos, Manor Crest
Management Ltd. TSCC #1642)

Safety:

Technology:

Management and boards who take a
proactive approach to resident safety in
the gym will avoid unhappy residents
down the road. Prime considerations in
fitness room safety include room layout and equipment quality. Residents
should be able to move easily and safely between fitness equipment and exits.
Good layouts also ensure equipment is
provided with needed electrical requirements without posing tripping hazards
like exposed cords.

The latest pieces of commercial fitness
equipment have options that connect to
both cable and the Internet. Some fitness centers are served well by one television where others find personal
choices better.

Any equipment in the condo fitness
facility should be commercial grade.
Most commercial grade equipment is
built, tested, and warranted for use in
commercial settings. Additionally, the
support of your supplier is critical in
managing your assets (equipment)and
in providing guidance on the most
appropriate choices for the demographics of the residents. If the property adds
new types of equipment management
needs to ensure that liability waivers
include the new equipment.

The terms and conditions of the gym
should be included in either rental or
ownership documents and it’s important
to review them periodically to make sure
they are up to date. Ask your equipment
supplier for checklists, and guidelines
to make the process simple and easy.

One property found residents complaining about the content and noise level of
a single television in the fitness room
and replaced it with personalized
options requiring headphones (there are
audio options that do not require personal screens as well). The more
advanced personal entertainment systems require support infrastructure like
digital cable receivers and/or dedicated servers. The timing and coordination of system, cabling, and fitness
equipment is key to avoiding resident
frustration on opening day.

Some commercial fitness equipment
manufacturers offer systems to remotely monitor equipment. Condo managers can use a system like this to identify and diagnose a problem, move
equipment around for equal usage, and
figure out what equipment residents are
really using. Identifying usage patterns
and other issues early keeps downtime
to a minimum and keeps residents
happy.

Embedded and personalized entertainment
options.
(photo courtesy of Precor, Inc.)

Promotion and Programs:
Regular promotion of the fitness center
to residents via email, website portal,
signage and social media is a key to
maintaining visibility. Contests or
other types of fitness events can be a
great way to encourage fitness center
use and help build personal relationships within the community. A good
commercial fitness equipment supplier will provide tools that make this
process easy to manage.

Join us on Facebook!
Search for “Canadian
Condominium Institute - Toronto
& Area Chapter” Fan Page and
become a Fan today.
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Examples include distance running
contests, performance challenges,
triathlons (in facilities that have pools),
and weight loss challenges. Keeping
fitness center programs fresh and synchronized with national trends has
proven successful in health clubs and
the same principles can be applied to
the condo gym. Depending on the size
of the space, group classes like Zumba
or Yoga classes can help diversify and
boost use of the fitness space.
Developing an alliance with a local
company that offers fitness services in

condo settings, or specialized fitness
trainers are some examples of offering
services and benefits without having
too much to manage. Again, a good
commercial equipment supplier will
consult and connect for these services
to be put into action, for maximum
return and minimum investment.
Take your gym to the next level:
Freelance personal trainers keep
residents in shape.
(photo courtesy of Precor, Inc.)

Fitness facilities or gyms in a condo
complex are nothing new. Expectations
around the fitness center are changing.
Your residents are looking for best-inclass fitness experiences and constantly comparing your gym to another
condo or the fitness club nearby.

Potential purchasers are judging your
property based on the quality of fitness
center, regardless of whether they exercise or not. Getting the most out of
your gym requires knowing your resident’s attitudes about the gym and fitness, what is available nearby, where
the gym is located on the property, and
regular reminders that it offers a real
benefit. A good commercial fitness
equipment supplier will provide best
practices and minimize the learning
curve on managing the room, and not
just equipment supply.
REFERENCES:

h t t p : / / w w w. s t a t c a n . g c . c a / t a b l e s tableaux/sum-som/l01/cst01/econ144aeng.htm

http://business.financialpost.com/2012/08/1
7/home-ownership-in-canada-reachingnew-heights/

h t t p s : / / w w w 0 3 . c m h c schl.gc.ca/catalog/productDetail.cfm?cat=5
6&itm=1&lang=en&fr=1350415498291

The IHRSA Health Club Consumer Report
2011 HEALTH CLUB ACTIVITY,
USAGE, TRENDS & ANALYSIS n
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Delivery Liability
BY KEIR WILMUT
HEENAN BLAIKIE LLP

oving into a condominium, or
having new furniture delivered, is exciting, but residents
need to be careful: if the movers or
delivery company accidently damage
the common elements during the delivery, they could have to pay for the
repairs.

M

Most condominium corporations have a
general indemnification provision in
the Declaration, such as:

Each Owner shall indemnify and
save the Condominium Corporation
harmless from any loss, damage,
injury or liability which the

Condominium Corporation may suffer or incur resulting from or caused
by any act of omission of such
Owner, or any tenant, invitee or
licensee of his Unit, to the Common
Elements or to any Unit.

Most condominium corporations also
have a provision in their Rules stating
that an owner is responsible for paying
for any damage that his or her guests
or visitors do to the common elements.
For example, one common Rule states:
Any physical damage to the common elements caused by an owner
or occupant, his family, guests, vis-

itors, servants, agents or contractors
shall be repaired by arrangement and
under the direction of the Board at
the cost and expense of such owner
or occupant.

These provisions mean that if a mover
or delivery company gouges the wall
in the hallway when carrying your
couch, the Board could hire a contractor to fix the damage and then bill the
cost of the repair back to your unit. If
the repair bill is unpaid, the Board may
be able to place a lien on your unit.

As with any steps taken by the Board,
they have an obligation to act reasonWinter 2012
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ably. It is questionable, for example,
whether a Board could make an owner
pay to repaint the entire hallway when
a small touchup could repair the damage.

To minimize the chance of a costly
repair bill, owners should try to only
deal with reputable companies who will
generally be more careful when navigating lobbies and hallways. When
buying from a furniture store, clarify
who will be carrying out the delivery,
and who will be responsible for any
damage. Only deal with movers or
delivery companies who carry insurance, and ask for written confirmation
that they will pay for any damage they
cause.

Owners should also ensure that anyone
bringing anything to their unit only use
service doors and service elevators
(where available), or that regular elevators are protected by padding. If possible, an owner should be present to
ensure the company takes proper care.
If a delivery will involve a particularly
tight squeeze or will go through an area
that has already been damaged, consider taking photos of the state of the common elements before the delivery. A bit
of precaution could help avoid you having to pay for damage caused by a previous delivery!

If damage does occur, check your condominium corporation’s Declaration
and Rules to see if you can be held
liable. Take photos of the damage, contact the company, and ask them to pay
for the cost of repair. If they refuse, let
them know that you will report your
experience on one of the many internet
websites that review contractors and
service companies.

Rather than wait to be presented with a
bill, work with the Board to find the
most inexpensive way to properly
repair the damage. If you think the
Board’s quote is too high, contact a
tradesman yourself for a second quote
– but don’t have them perform any
work without the Board’s approval. n
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Decisions from the Courts:
The Impact on Your Condominium Corporation
BY BRIAN HORLICK, B.COMM., B.C.L., LL.B., ACCI, FCCI
HORLICK LEVITT DI LELLA LLP

York Condominium Corporation
No. 42 v. Hashmi (Ontario
Superior Court of Justice,
August 7, 2012)

the administrator could at long
last be discharged and the corporation could return to self-governance.

This was the latest, to the date of
the decision, in a long series of
reported decisions relating to this
condominium corporation. The
corporation, which was comprised of 897 residential units,
had been governed by a courtappointed administrator since
2006. In a referendum ordered by
the court in December, 2011, an
“overwhelming majority” of the
unit owners voted that the courtappointed administration should
end and the governance of the
corporation should transition to
an elected board of directors.

However, those unit owners did
not necessarily agree how the election
of those directors should take place, and
so the court was asked to determine a
process. To this end, the court made a
number of orders. First, the court
ordered that the directors be elected
with staggered terms so as to set up a
rotation of terms (this, presumably,
despite a provision likely contained in
the corporation’s operating by-law that
stated that all directors would be elected to three-year terms).

Second, the court was asked to place
restrictions on the use of proxies at the
meeting, including a requirement that
the proxies be deposited in advance of
the meeting. However, the court held
that, absent authority for such a restriction in the Act or the corporation’s declaration or by-laws, it should not make
such an order.

Finally, the court ordered that, once the
election was successfully completed,

Author’s note: this case is interesting for at least a couple of reasons. First, while the courts have
considered discharge of administrators in other cases, this condominium corporation is the first,
to the author’s knowledge, in
which the courts have set out
such a detailed procedure for
returning the corporation to selfgovernance. This detailed procedure, and the apparent need for
same, is likely attributable to,
among other things, the sheer size
of the condominium corporation
(among the largest that this
author has encountered) and the
duration of the administration. It
is reasonable to suggest that this procedure could serve as a template for
future condominium corporations looking to successfully emerge from administration in an orderly manner.
Second, and likely more broadly applicable, this decision suggests (if not outright states) that a condominium corporation could conceivably restrict the
use of proxies at owners’ meetings by
setting such a restriction out in its
Winter 2012
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SUMMA PROPERTY MANAGEMENT INC.
PROFESSIONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & CONSULTING

“Your condominium deserves
personal attention and service.”

Over 28 years experience.
We provide Professional Condominium
Property Management with attention to
detail.
Expect Superior Service and a
commitment to quality property
management.
At Summa we take pride in managing
your property.
647-341-7990
propman@summapm.com
www.summapm.com

When experience and quality counts!
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by-laws. It is easy to conceive of a
number of situations in which such an
ability could be a positive thing for a
condominium corporation.

For example, in a condominium corporation with a large number of units, in
this case nearly 900 units, it would be
reasonable to expect that hundreds of
proxies would be deposited for a meeting of owners; requiring early deposit
of those proxies would allow the chairperson to carefully review same for
validity in advance of the meeting so as
to be in a position to start the meeting on
time, instead of having to conduct such
a review at the time set for registration
and substantially delaying the start of
the meeting with the potential loss of
quorum due to owners leaving the meeting before its commencement.
Peel
Standard
Condominium
Corporation No. 767 v. 2069591
Ontario Inc. (Ontario Superior Court
of Justice, June 6, 2012)

The applicant condominium corporation was a commercial condominium,
such that retail stores were operated out
of each unit. The corporation’s declaration contained exclusivity provisions
that listed different types of businesses
to be operated in the units and stated
that only one unit at a time could oper-

ate a given type of business. One such
type of business was a retail store selling fresh meat and poultry.

The owner of one of the units began
operating a store selling fresh meat and
poultry in 2006. Later, in early 2009,
the tenant of another of the units began
operating a store that also sold fresh
meat and poultry. The corporation’s
attempts to secure the tenant’s compliance were not successful, so this application was eventually commenced.

The respondents acknowledged that the
tenant had breached the exclusivity provision, but took the position that the
corporation was required to submit the
dispute to mediation and arbitration
before commencing the application.
The respondents based this position on,
among other things, the fact that the
early correspondence from the corporation’s solicitors made reference to
referring the matter to mediation, and
the parties had met to discuss resolution of the matter.

However, the court held that the corporation was not required to submit the
dispute to mediation and arbitration
before proceeding with the application
because the dispute was with a tenant.
As the court noted, section 132 of the
Act does not require disputes between
corporations and tenants to be submit-

ted to mediation and arbitration; as
such, the corporation was entitled to
proceed directly with an application.
Given that there was no real dispute as
to whether the tenant was breaching the
exclusivity provision in the declaration,
the court ordered that the tenant cease
selling fresh meat and poultry. The
court further ordered that the corporation could recover the entire amount of
its costs incurred in obtaining the order
from the unit owner, and that the unit
owner could in turn recover up to half
this amount from the tenant.

Author’s note: this case confirms that,
in the event of a breach of the corporation’s documents by a tenant, the corporation is entitled to proceed by way of
application against both the unit owner
and the tenant without the need to first
submit the dispute to mediation and
arbitration. This case also confirms that
a unit owner will be held jointly liable
for costs of a compliance application
with a tenant even where the breach is
primarily the tenant’s and not the
owner’s. Unit owners, as the court stated in this case, have “the first responsibility to see that the requirements of the
corporation are complied with”. n
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he 16th Annual CCI/ACMO Joint Condominium
Conference was held on November 2nd and 3rd, 2012
at the Toronto Congress Centre. The conference continues to grow and grow and once again we experienced a
new record attendance!

T

The conference was officially launched on the morning of
November 2nd with a welcome speech presented by ACMO
President, Dean McCabe. Dean was joined by Frank Denton
with the Ministry of Consumer Services, who brought an
update on the Condo Review process currently underway by
the Ministry. The room was filled to capacity with delegates
eager to hear these messages and begin two days of learning
and networking.

The keynote presentation on early Saturday morning by the
anchor of CBCs the National, Peter Mansbridge, was another highlight of the conference. Peter provided delegates with
personal and at times, highly amusing, anecdotes from his
assignments as a foreign correspondent.
We extend our sincere appreciation to the numerous speakers

Later in the day, delegates were thrilled when Minister of
Consumer Services, Margarett Best visited the conference
and had the opportunity to speak directly with delegates as she
toured the exhibits and session rooms. This years’ theme of
“Building Relationships” was extended into many of the session topics spread over the two-day period.
Delegates enjoy the luncheon located in the trade show area.

Minister Margarett Best tours the conference with (L-R): Brian Horlick,
Armand Conant and then Dean McCabe and Steve Christodoulou.
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Dean McCabe welcomes delegates to the 16th Annual
Condominium Conference.

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS!
and moderators who participated this year and all the committee members from both CCI-T and ACMO who contributed
countless hours planning for this year’s conference.

The conference closing session this year proceeded under a
new format, intended to be more interactive with the audience. Session moderator, Armand Conant teamed up with a
panel of experts to offer attendees a unique opportunity to
share ideas and receive updates on changes to the
Condominium Act. The session was lively and a certainly a
big hit with the delegates!

An integral part of the conference is the trade show and delegates were treated to a superb range of products and services on display. Over 165 exhibitors supported the conference
this year with their participation in the trade show. In case
you missed any of them, be sure to check the conference website at www.condoconference.ca for a full list of exhibitors,
along with their contact information.

Jonathon Fine facilitates a Round Table session on Legal issues.

A sincere thanks is also offered to our conference partner,
Shift... the Next Level. The partnership and commitment
Shift offered toward condominium education through our conference contributed significantly to our ability to offer quality programming and their support is truly appreciated.

Mark your calendars now for next year’s conference taking
place on Friday, November 15th and Saturday, November
16th, 2013 at the Toronto Congress Centre. We hope to see
you there!

Delegates were treated to many educational sessions
to choose from over the two day conference.

CCI-T President, Bill Thompson (at Podium) provides closing
conference comments to the delegates and introduces the final
session moderator Armand Conant.

Keynote Speaker, Peter Mansbridge’s presentation
was a highlight of the conference!
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CONDO OF THE YEAR – 2nd Quarter Finalist
Condo DSCC #190

Liberty@Discovery Place
BY: JAMES M. RUSSELL
It was a typical Wednesday morning for
Christine: Respond to emails, give instructions to staff, wrestle with her ever-present,
and seemingly never shrinking, to-do list
when the phone rang.

“We were thrilled when we got the news,”
said Liberty’s Property Manager Christine
LePage about the morning CCI’s Rebecca
Harvey called with the news that her condominium (DSCC #190) had snagged the coveted Quarter Finalist spot in CCI’s Condo
of the Year competition.
Liberty is part of Discovery Place, a collection of three condominiums located a block
east of Pickering Town Centre.

“It used to be just a grassy field, and before
that, farmland,” says Christine.
Designed and built for residents who want a
stress-free lifestyle, the Liberty is situated

Congratulations are extended to Liberty@Discovery Place who been selected as the 2nd quarter finalist of CCI Toronto’s
annual Condo of the Year Award!
The 2012-2013 annual grand prize winner will be selected from amongst the quarter finalists in the late summer of 2013 and
will be announced at the CCI Toronto Annual General Meeting in the fall of 2013. Further details on this contest may be found
on the CCI-T website at www.ccitoronto.org.
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within walking distance of the
Pickering Recreation Centre, the
Pickering Library, City Hall and the
sprawling Pickering Town Centre.
“It’s a pleasant location in the heart of
the city,” says Christine.

Built by Tridel, the 11 storey, 220-unit
condo tower contains an innovative mix
of studios, one- and two-bedroom
suites, and penthouses. Noted for its
innovative design from Day One,
Liberty has gone on to receive other
accolades, including the Gardens in
Bloom award in 2012, a commendation
given by the City of Pickering. And
most recently, Liberty was featured in
the local newspaper, the Pickering
News Advertiser.

Although ‘location, location, location’
is one of the big factors that draws residents to the Liberty, volunteerism is
what makes Liberty ‘tick’ and at the
heart of that volunteerism is their
vibrant and ever-busy Social
Committee which organizes and runs:
• An Annual Party in late December
• A summer BBQ
• Scrabble/Card Nights
• Coffee Morning
• Euchre Night
• Bingo Night
• Bowling Night
• Movie Night
• Casino trips
• Pot Luck Dinners
• and the always wellattended Line Dancing
Night
Most events are free to residents, although a few
carry a small charge, just
to cover costs.

Liberty’s residents also enjoy the
usual building amenities such as:
pool, gym, laundry room, library, billiards and table tennis room, and a
multi-function room, but unlike most
condominiums, the residents of
Liberty share some of their facilities—like the multi-function room—
with their neighbours in the
Millennium, which is immediately

The Board
L-R: Hardev Bains, William Tissert, Christine LePage, Michele Kerkos,
Charles Morgan and Aki Namba.

north of Liberty. It is a collaboration
that, over the years, has helped build a
sense of community and cooperation.

THE BOARD

Can you think of another condominium where one of the Board members
styles and cuts the
residents’ hair?
Board
member
William Tissert, who
has lived at Liberty
since residents began
moving in September
2005, and joined the
Board six months
ago, is a profession

Multi-purpose room. (L-R: Christine & Michele)

hair stylist who not only donates his
time to the all-volunteer Board but he
also brings his hair styling expertise to
home-bound residents and provides
rides to any resident who prefers to
have their hair coiffed in the comfort
of his salon.

Sitting at the conference table in
Christine’s office, the Board members
reflect on their jobs. "I love being on
the Board,” says William, “It's a comfortable group and we enjoy sharing our
common goals.”

Resident using the gym.
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“And because the Board is a diverse
group, we each bring different expertise to the table," adds Director of the
Board, Hardev Bains, who is not only
one of the original residents but also
served on the building’s Development
Committee and helped organize the
moving-in process when Liberty was
finally ready to be occupied. “I used to
live just next door and watched as
Liberty was built.”

“Of course, it isn’t as if we (the Board)
haven’t had challenges,” adds Board
Member Chuck Morgan in a circumspect tone.

Keeping the channels of communication open between the residents, staff
and the Board has been and continues
to be one of those challenges, but having the Property Manager’s office positioned in the lobby makes it easy for
residents to speak to Christine or one
of the office staff. Their eight-page
monthly newsletter also helps to bridge
the communication gap, as the newsletter is full of important information,
scheduled events in the building and in
the surrounding community, and even
the “Chuckle of the Day.”

Another of the Board’s challenges has
been the budget. “In these tough economic times, as a Board it is our
responsibility to ensure that we tighten
our belts in order not to impose hardships on our residents. To do this, we
have to be smart and creative,” says
Michele. Liberty’s Board not only put
in place a comprehensive Budget
System to help them manage their dayto-day expenses but they also developed a Budget Plan which allows them
to track where the money is going and
helps them save toward long-term
goals. “Many of our residents are on
fixed incomes so we have to keep a
tight rein on the budget,” says Chuck.

Later in my interview it was revealed
that yet another one of the Board’s challenges arose with the original management company, a problem that was
remedied when the Board hired
Newton-Trelawney more than four
years ago.
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Rick, the Liberty Superintendent

“But all condo boards have challenges. It’s just part of growth,”
says William.
Christine smiled, and added,
“I've been a property manager
for more than twenty-five years
and I can safely say that this is one of
best boards — they’re wonderful.”

Part of the Board’s success comes from
the fact that they have a single goal
when discussing an issue. “We work
hard to stay united,” adds Aki Namba,
who is ninety-four and acts as a
“Special Consultant’ to the Board.
William, in his early 30s, is the
youngest member, and Chuck,
President of the Board, Michele
Kerkos, VP, Roxanne Brown, and
Hardev fill in the middle years.

attending UBC when he was imprisoned.

SOLAR AND OTHER GREEN
SUCCESSES

Liberty is the only condo building in
Durham that has installed solar panels.
In 2005 when Liberty’s Board of
Directors was under the leadership of
Rudy de Vries, the Board, in conjunction with Tridel, paid over $200,000 to
install 76 panels on Liberty’s flat-top
roof. At that time, the Ministry of
Energy was offering a 25% rebate,
making the installation a no-brainer.

Liberty’s Quarter Finalist Award comes
at a special time for Aki. Just recently
he received his Bachelor of Commerce
Degree from the University of British
Columbia. Aki earned the degree seventy years ago during a particularly disgraceful period in Canada’s past when
Canadians of Japanese origin were
forced into prison camps. Aki was

The solar thermal system, which the
Board projected would have a breakeven period of 6.5 years, is composed
of five main components: the solar collectors, the preheat tanks, connecting
piping pumps, the heat exchanger, and
the control system. The pumps, heat

Tri-Sorter

Main Recycle Room

‘Two years ago, Aki started
The Liberty Emergency
BUDDY System in the
building to address the needs
of the building’s elderly
residents.’
exchanger, and control system are
grouped into a single unit. The system
has two hydraulic loops: one filled with
a propylene glycol solution and another with portable water. Circuit pumps
move the hot glycol liquid from the
solar collectors to the mechanical room.
Heat is then transferred from the glycol circuit to the portable water through
a heat exchanger. The heat generated
during the day is stored in the solar preheated tanks that are connected to the
domestic hot water supply.

The system’s pumps are activated by
the control system when a sufficient
temperature differential is reached
between the collectors and the water in
the pre-heated tanks (usually 20F or
11C). Just as the Board had predicted,
the solar panel system has provided
Liberty with an economical way of offsetting the building’s use of natural gas
and electricity. Especially since approximately 1/5 of residents’ water consumption typically goes to showering
and washing.

However, with Ontario’s short summers
and long winters, a conventional hot
water boiler is still necessary. But the
hot water boiler doesn’t have to work as
hard because the solar thermal system
pre-heats what would otherwise have
been cold water before it goes to the
boiler. During the winter months and
during cloudy weather, the system is
heavily dependent on natural gas but in
the summer months, natural gas consumption is kept to a minimum. This
represents a savings of approximately
$12,000 per year.
Liberty’s other green features include
tri-sorters in every garbage room so that

Aki Namba with his degree from the University
of British Columbia

residents can dispose of their wet and
recyclable garbage in different chutes.
Last year the feature resulted in Liberty
diverted tons of trash from landfill to
recycling.

For the physically challenged, the condominium has parked a wheelchair in
the laundry room to make it easier for
those residents who have mobility
needs to do their washing and drying.
Additionally, the Board and Management have upgraded the building by
installing railings in the elevators and
exercise room, and retrofitted all the
garbage room doors with push-button
activated automatic doors.

Liberty’s Board is currently looking
into the idea of charging stations for
hybrid, and all-electric cars and scooters.

MANAGEMENT AND STAFF

Of course, every great Board needs a
great property manager and staff, which
is why the Board decided to change
companies and hired NewtonTrelawney four years ago. Christine,
and her staff are just one of the pillars
of success that makes Liberty such a
great place to live. But when I asked
Rick, Liberty’s Superintendent for the
past two years, what makes he attributes to the condominium’s success, his
answer is short and accompanied by a
big smile: “it’s the tenants.”

COOPERATION AND
COMMUNITY

Two years ago, Aki started The Liberty
Emergency BUDDY System in the
building to address the needs of the

building’s elderly residents. Its purpose
is “to create and promote a greater
sense of security and peace of mind
regarding potential medical emergencies which may befall living alone as
well as senior couples living in the
Liberty Condominium.” Overseen by a
Coordinating Committee, the BUDDY
System pairs two resident volunteers
with each participating resident. The
Coordinating Committee’s BUDDY
SYSTEM information sheet lays out
not only the structure of the BUDDY
SYSTEM but the limitations including,
“Your BUDDY will not attempt to do
anything for which he/she is not qualified.” But it is sentence three, under the
heading “Purpose, Objectives and
Limitations that first catches one’s eye
as it exclaims, “You are not alone! You
will have two BUDDIES!”

Liberty’s Board of Directors was instrumental in establishing the Durham
Condo Presidents’ Alliance, an organization that represents about 3,000 residents. The Alliance meets monthly to
discuss common local issues such as
transit, security and, just recently, Ash
trees and the blight that was threatening
their health. In the past the Presidents’
Alliance meetings have included
Pickering’s Mayor, the local MPP and
MP, local transit officials, and representatives from the Durham Police.

THE FUTURE

According to the City of Pickering
website, their population is expected to
grow from the current level of approximately ninety-one thousand to more
than one-hundred and thirty thousand
in 2031. Yet despite the rapid urbanification going on around Liberty, its farthinking Board and great staff will continue to ensure that Liberty continues
to be a great place to live. “After all,”
says Christine, “We have the best residents, which is in part why we have
strong unity and a happy spirit”
And, I may add, a fair number of residents with expertly coiffured hair. n
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CCI Events

CCI Toronto & Area Chapter

2012 Annual General Meeting
he 2012 CCI Toronto & Area
Annual General Meeting was
held on Thursday October 25th,
2012 at theNovotel Downtown Hotel.
The AGM was preceded by an information seminar on Electric Cars in
Condominiums and was followed by a
Wine and Cheese networking forum.
Attendance was excellent and CCI
Toronto would like to thank all those
members who came out to participate.

T

Presenters Lindsay Robertson, Bryan
Purcell and Tom O’Dell explored the
practical and legislative challenges of
installing electric vehicle charging stations in condominiums, the incentives
to purchase electric vehicles, electrical
grid reliability and the cost of charging.
This timely topic provided attendees
with a look at the future of electric cars
in a growing condominium population.
(see full seminar recap on page 34)

In accordance with the Chapter bylaws, elections were held that evening
and five positions were filled. CCI
Toronto is pleased to announce that
returning to the board are directors:

John Warren, Vic Persaud, Jeff Jeffcoatt
and Murray Johnson. Joining the board
as a new director is Tania Haluk with
Simerra Property Management. CCI-T
welcomes Tania and is looking forward

CCI-T Membership Chair, Vic Persaud, and
CCI-T President, Bill Thompson, present an
Ambassador Award to Tania Haluk, from
Simerra Property Management Ltd.

CCI-T Membership Chair, Vic Persaud, and
CCI-T President, Bill Thompson, present an
Ambassador Award to Pamela Boyce, from
Brookfield Property Management Ltd.

CCI-T Membership Chair, Vic Persaud, and
CCI-T President, Bill Thompson, present an
Ambassador Award to Patricia McKellar, from
DEL Property Management Ltd.
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2012 Condo of the Year recipients, Donna
Grabowsky and Terry Ferster from MTCC #0650
receive their plaque from CCI-Toronto
Membership Chair, Vic Persaud, (far left) and
CCI-T President, Bill Thompson (far right)

2012 Condo Newsletter of the Year recipients,
from YCC #0288 receive their plaque from
CCI-Toronto President, Bill Thompson
(L-R are: Cathy Yeung (Director), Jerry
Aznavourian (President), Dr. Nick Saidi
(Director)

to working with her. It is with regret,
however, that the CCI Toronto Chapter
board said farewell to Brian Shedden
with GRG Building Consultants. Brian
served on the CCI Toronto board and
made significant contributions over the
past year, especially in the area of introducing our new social media platforms
and ‘Facebook’ page. Brian will be
missed, but is wished well in his future
endeavours.

As in the past, the Annual General
Meeting served as a forum for our annual
Awards
Ceremonies.
The
Condominium Newsletter of the Year
proudly went to YCC 288 for their corporation’s newsletter. The fourth annual Condominium of the Year Award
recipient was also announced that
evening – as selected from the semifinalists throughout the year.
Congratulations go out to MTCC # 650
- Atrium II. They will receive a custom
made street sign valued at up to $5,000
indicating that they are a recipient of

served as CCI Ambassadors throughout the year to help recruit new CCI
Members. 2012 recipients included:
Del Property Management and Simerra
Property Management (Gold Level),
Brookfield Property Management
(Silver Level) and Paulette Walker,
Robert Weinberg, Chris Antipas and
Vicki Vancas (Patron Level).
Congratulations to all! n

Derek Gardner from YRCC #636 accepts a
plaque from Vic Persaud and Bill Thompson for
being the first runner up in the 2012 Condo of
the Year Contest.

CCI’s Condo of the Year honour. Special
recognition is also provided to YRCC #
636 – Walden Pond for being recognized
as this year’s first runner up in the
Condominium of the Year contest.

Also handed out that evening were our
Ambassador Awards for those who

Bill Thompson with his Outgoing President’s
plaque.
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CCI Events

Electric Car Seminar - October 25, 2012
he recent “Electric Car Seminar”
hosted by CCI Toronto was held
October 25, 2012 at the Novotel
Hotel. Moderator, Bob Girard welcomed speaker representatives from the
Ministry of Transportation, (Lindsay
Robertson), Toronto Hydro, (Tom
Odell), and Toronto Atmospheric Fund,
(Bryan Purcell). Topics explored that
evening included the practical and legislative challenges of installing electric
vehicle (EV) charge stations in condominiums, the barriers and opportunities
for these installations, incentives to purchase electric vehicles, electrical grid
reliability and the cost of charging.

T

Lindsay Robertson presented details
of the government Electric Vehicle

Incentive Program. The Government
of Ontario offers a rebate from $5,000
to $8,500 for the purchase or lease of
new highway-capable four wheeled
plug-in hybrid electric or battery electric vehicles. The actual value of the
incentive is based upon the battery
capacity of the vehicle. Those driving
eligible vehicles can also receive a
green licence plate allowing them to
access high-occupancy vehicle (HOV)
lanes on provincial highways until June
30th, 2015, regardless of the number of
passengers in the car. More information
on the incentive program can be found
at www.ontario.ca/electricvehicles.
Tom Odell explained Toronto Hydro’s
extensive role in Electric Vehicle infra-

structure development. Their support
includes the deployment of seamless
EV infrastructure and ensuring distribution system impact is understood,
managed and supported. The development of utility-based business models
stressed the establishment of EV connections pilot program to test the theoretical models of EV owner behavior
and grid impact. Obtaining real world
data utilizing existing advanced metering infrastructure alongside working
collaboratively with stakeholders
including vehicle & charging system
manufacturers, contractors, ESA and
government, assist in developing best
practices and insight to define EV strategy and policy. Condo corporations
should note that Toronto Hydro is
actively seeking condos to participate
in their pilot study and any condos
planning an EV charge station installation, or any condo resident who is trying to get one installed, can contact
Tom (todell@torontohydro.com) to
determine whether Toronto Hydro can
be of assistance.

Bryan Purcell presented some implementation issues pertaining to the location of charge stations. There were discussions of parking spot ownership,
charging station access and quantity of
stations. The purchasing & installation
costs of charging stations based on
building characteristics and location
within a property is an important issue.
Ongoing considerations include the
maintenance when owners change and
metering of energy usage. Three implementation models were presented which
provided a realistic approach and
demonstrated some important strategies
to be considered in this implementation.

This event was timely in highlighting
the imminent evolution of energy efficient transportation in a growing condominium population. n
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Member News

CCI-T Receives Chapter of the Year Award
he CCI Toronto Chapter was
thrilled to be the recipient of
the Tier Two Lorne Young
Chapter of the Year award for 20112012.

T

This honour was bestowed upon the
chapter at the CCI National Gala
Award ceremony held on Friday
November 2nd, 2012.

Presenting the plaque was Doug
Forbes from the CCI-National
Executive Board.
(L to R): Jeff Jeffcoatt, Lisa Kay, Mario Deo, Doug Forbes (CCI-N), Bill Thompson,
Armand Conant, Bob Girard, Vic Persaud and Brian Horlick.
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Member News
CCI Toronto Welcomes the Following New Committee Members:
Jason Rivait
As a member of Heenan Blaikie’s condominium group, Jason’s practice is focused on condominium corporation matters. Jason has advised condominium corporations and unit owners in a variety of matters, including document drafting and interpretation, enforcement proceedings, shared facilities disputes, the collection of common expenses, attendance at owners’ meetings and all other matters relating to the Condominium Act, 1998.

Jason is a frequent speaker at condominium industry seminars and contributor to condoreporter.com and other industry publications. Jason is a new member of the Communications
Committee of CCI Toronto and looks forward to working with its members.

Andrea Lusk, B.Sc. (Hons), LL.B.
Andrea Lusk has been with Gardiner Miller Arnold LLP since 2001. She is an associate
lawyer with a focus on condominium law, civil litigation, real estate and trusts and estates law.
Andrea is the editor-in-chief of Gardiner Miller Arnold’s newsletter, Condo Alert!

Andrea acts for condominium corporations and condominium owners in a variety of matters
and processes. She assists condominium corporations in contract, by-law and rule drafting and
review, employment issues, declarant issues, business transactions and a variety of litigation
matters. Andrea also represents unit owners in their disputes with condominium corporations dealing with a wide range of issues and disagreements. Whether acting for the corporation or the owner, Andrea
is proud of her high rate of resolution of difficult cases to the satisfaction of her client.
Andrea routinely appears in the Superior Court of Justice and before various administrative boards and tribunals.
Andrea regularly volunteers as Duty Counsel at the Superior Court of Justice where she assists self-represented litigants in court preparation and appearances.
Andrea is fluent in Ukrainian and is also plays the Irish (uilleann) pipes.

Andrea is a member of ACMO, CCI Toronto and CCI Golden Horseshoe and is excited to join the CCI Communications
Committee. n
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Member News
Brian Horlick Receives FCCI Designation
Incoming CCI-Toronto Chapter President, Brian Horlick received the distinguished honour
of receiving his FCCI designation at the CCI National Gala Awards Dinner held on Friday
November 2nd, 2012.

Brian is the senior partner at Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP with almost 30 years of legal experience. His practice focuses exclusively on condominium law. Brian graduated from McGill
University where he obtained degrees in commerce, civil law and common law.

Effective November 8th, 2012, he now serves as President of the Canadian Condominium Institute, Toronto and Area
Chapter (CCI-T). Brian is actively involved in the condominium industry and believes that education and knowledge
are the cornerstones of a healthy and vibrant condominium industry. He is a regular lecturer for CCI’s Level 201
course and is a frequent speaker on condominium law to property management companies as well as at ACMO and
CCI events. Brian is a regular contributor of articles on condominium law to both the CM magazine and the Condo
Voice. He sits as chair of the Conference Committee and is a member of the Government Relations Committee, the
ACMO Associates Executive Committee and the Certification and Standards Committee.

The Toronto Chapter is proud to have nominated Brian Horlick as a Fellow of the Canadian Condominium Institute,
to recognize his significant achievements in the industry.
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Member News

Seasons Greetings
On behalf of everyone at the
CCI Toronto Offices, we wish all
of our readers a wonderful
Holiday Season and a Healthy,
Happy and Successful New Year!

The CCI Toronto office will be closed for the holidays
from 5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 21st and will
re-open at 8:00 a.m. on Wednesday, January 2nd, 2013.

OUTGOING DIRECTOR

Brian Shedden, BSSO
Brian Shedden, BSSO, with
GRG Building Consultants
accepted a plaque of appreciation from the CCI Toronto
Chapter, after having served
as a Director on the CCI
Toronto Board.

During his term on the board,
Brian served as Chair of the
Electronic Communications Committee. He was
instrumental in setting up the Chapter’s social media
platform and launching our Facebook page, which
continues to grow in popularity.
Best wishes to Brian on his future endeavours!
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Member News

CCI Toronto Surveys Its Members
In early 2012 CCI Toronto conducted an in-depth survey of its members. Some initial
results of this survey were shared with members in our spring 2012 issue. We are pleased
to provide additional findings from that survey to our readers.

Magazine

‰ 95% of respondents thought that the Condo Voice was either good or excellent

‰ 79% of respondents thought that the Condo Voice articles were relevant to their daily life/work

Social Media/Website

‰ 70% of respondents had visited the CCI Toronto website within the last six months, but only 44% had logged
into the Members only pages
‰ 50% of respondents have a Facebook page

‰ 19% of respondents use Twitter

‰ 52% of respondents have a LinkedIn account
CCI T thanks all members who completed the survey. The results of this survey will help us develop programs and
focus our efforts on areas of most interest to our members efforts on areas of most interest to our members.
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Membership Committee:

Chair:
Vic Persaud
Members: Henry Jansen, Doug King, Lavonne McCumberEals, and Murray Johnson

The Committee continues to meet monthly and has been very
business launching and fine tuning new initiatives. The Year
of Education for 2012-2013 was successfully launched in
June of 2012 when all condominium corporations were notified that upon renewal they would receive two complimentary registrations to the Level 101 with their membership. We
are thrilled to report, that as a result of this initiative, the
September 2012 offering of the Level 101 program saw 100
registrants – our highest attendance ever. This offer remains
in effect until June 2013, so if your corporation has not already
sent two directors to this course, you may do so for either the
January webinar or the in-class session taking place on
Thursday June 5th, 2013. Registrations are now being accepted for the January webinar, and registrations for the June
course will open up by late March.

The committee has also been busy taking bookings for the CCIT Membership Benefit Presentation to Property Management
Firms. On November 14th, Brian Horlick and Doug King presented to the management team at Comfort Property
Management and later this year, presentations will be made to
Maple Ridge Community Management and Wilson Blanchard
Management. This short CCI presentation usually takes place
at a monthly management company meeting and provides an
overview of the benefits of membership with CCI – for both
managers and for their client corporations. Any management
company interested in having CCI make this presentation to
their managers, should contact the CCI office at:
ccitoronto@taylorenterprises.com

Education Committee:

Chair:
John Warren
Members: Pamela Boyce, Robert Buckler, Bob Girard,
Jeff Jeffcoatt, Michael Pascu, Donna Swanson,
Bill Thompson and Sally Thompson

The CCI Toronto Education continues to be a very busy committee which meets bi-monthly to discuss ongoing educational opportunities to present to members. The committee has
recently completed a complete review of all four levels of
course materials and has undergone an RFP process to hire a
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consultant to completely rewrite the course materials to ensure
that the material is updated and relevant to the Condominium
Director perspective. This project is expected to be completed
by the Spring of 2013. As a result of this review, the committee is list of breakout topics which may be offered in the future
as separate one night seminars.

Communications Committees:

Chair:
Lisa Kay
Members: Julian McNabb, Sharon Vogel, Jason Rivait, and
Andrea Lusk

The Communications Committee has undergone some recent
changes to its Committee structure and the separate branches, electronic and print, have been brought back together under
one umbrella committee which will oversee the CondoVoice
magazine and the website/social media. The committee also
enthusiastically welcomes Andrea Lusk and Jason Rivait and
looks forward to working with them. The communications
committee is pleased to have recently launched a Facebook
page, which is steadily increasing in popularity and reach.
Changes to the magazine are being planned and will be
launched in the 2013.

Legislative Committee:
Chair:

Armand Conant

The Legislative Committee has been busy indeed with the
opening of the Condominium Act and the initiation of the
Condo Review Process. Chair, Armand Conant, has recently
held three full day working sessions with close to 30 committee members from across the province. This group, made up
of lawyers, managers, engineers, accountants, condo owners
and others has been reviewing the CCI-T/ACMO Legislative
Brief, for the purpose of updating the document and re-submitting it to the Ministry as part of the Condo Review Process.
For a full update on this process, read Armand Conant’s article on page 46.

Conference Committee:

Chair:
Dean McCabe
Members: Chris Antipas, Mario Deo, Brian Horlick, Lisa
Kay, Karen Reynolds, Robert Thackeray, Bill
Thompson and John Warren

With a successful 2012 conference behind them, the
Conference Committee met in late November to hold a wrap
up meeting to review the conference successes and put forth
ideas for improvement on next year’s conference. In early
2013 the torch will be passed to a new committee who will
begin work immediately on the 17th annual CCI-T/ACMO
conference. For a full recap and photos of the 2012 conference – see page 26.

Special Projects Committee:
Chair:
Bob Girard
Members: Lisa Kay, Vic Persaud

The Special Projects Committee recently organized a
successful seminar on Electric Cars in Condominiums –
looking at legislative challenges, barriers to installation and
electric grid and costing issues. See article recap on page
34. n
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New Members

CCI-Toronto Welcomes the Following New Members
Corporate Members

ACC # 0015
MTCC # 0678
MTCC # 0736
MTCC # 0771
MTCC # 0843
MTCC # 0930
MTCC # 1100
MTCC # 1178
MTCC # 1265
MTCC # 1371
PCC # 0037
PCC # 0135
PCC # 0149
PCC # 0162
PCC # 0400
PSCC # 0661
PSCC # 0745
PSCC # 0905
TSCC # 1752
TSCC # 1757
TSCC # 1783
TSCC # 2226
TSCC # 2227
TSCC # 2247
TSCC # 2249
TSCC # 2250
YCC # 0104
YCC # 0193
YCC # 0336
YCC # 0494

Kim Valberg
Royal LePage/Johnston & Daniel
Division

Individual Members
M. MacIsaac
R. Jurik
C. Laframboise
H. Tam

Ashley Winberg
Elia Associates Professional
Corporation

Professional Members

Dmitrijs (Jimmy) Bertuss
Daniels Home Management Corporation

Marc Bhalla
Elia Associates Professional Corporation
Antoni Casalinuovo
Elia Associates Professional Corporation
Simon Fenn
Fenn & Fenn Insurance Practice Inc.

New Sponsor (Trade) Members

Design Roofing & Sheet Metal Ltd.
Patty Steiger
Kemper System Canada
Gord Carr
Key Trak
Michael Schadler

Lisi Mechanical Contractors Ltd.

Anne Gottlieb
Mediation at Work Ltd.

Meticulous Inspections Inc.
Lisa Simkins

Jeanne Mao
Alliance Accounting Professional
Corporation

TD Waterhouse Canada Inc.
Nicholas Agius

Eric C. Laxton
Chappell Partners LLP

Sonal Modi
Fine & Deo Barristers and Solicitors

Metro Politan
Jason Walker

V-Cal Enterprises Inc.
Victor Tereso

Geoff Suters
Briarlane Condominium Property
Management Inc.

DONNA
SWANSON
ACCI, FRI

Real Estate
Brokerage

For your Real Estate Needs call:
4 16-5 15-2 1 2 1

• Real Estate Broker of Record - specializing in Condominium Sales
since 1982
• Current condominium Owner, Past President and Director
• ACCI - An Associate of the Canadian Condominium Institute
• Past Director of Toronto Chapter of CCI
• FRI - Fellow of the Real Estate Institute of Canada and past

Director of Toronto Chapter of REIC

Email: donnaswanson@sympatico.ca
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Condominium Act Reform
Full Steam Ahead – Despite Prorogation
BY ARMAND CONANT, B.ENG., LL.B., D.E.S.S. (SORBONNE)
CO-CHAIR, CCI-T/ACMO GOVERNMENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE
he big concern of the condominium industry when the government was prorogued on
October 15, 2012 was whether or not
this meant the end of the review
process for the Condominium Act,
1998 (the “Act”). When a government
is prorogued all government actions,
bills, legislation, committee work, etc.

T

not a result of the introduction of a Bill
or other legislative step at Queen’s
Park. Rather, it was a decision of the
Premier and the Ministry of Consumer
Services, which means that the process
can continue unabated and in accordance with the proposed plan set out by
the government. We also understand
that when the opening of the Act was

has been very well received by the
government.

Therefore, as mentioned at the closing
session of the condominium conference
that was held on November 2nd and 3rd
(which conference was a huge success)
our work to date has played a role in
the review process, but we have much

‘…the essence of the new process is to seek broad based public
consultation and input before any Bill or legislation is
attempted to be drafted.
automatically stops and in the case of
legislation before the house, die on the
order paper.

Shortly after the announcement of prorogation, the writer met with the
Deputy Minister who confirmed that
prorogation had, and will have, no
affect on the opening of the Act and the
review process. This is excellent news
for the condominium industry as the
legislative review process and reform
to the Act is continuing FULL STEAM
AHEAD.

The opening of the Act and the broad
based public consultation process were
46
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announced, the Ministry had already
anticipated the possibility of a provincial election during the review process
and thus the process was not contingent
on, nor related to, the status of the political government.

We are all very relieved to hear this as
the tremendous work undertaken so far
by all sectors of the industry, and particularly the joint CCI (Toronto)/ACMO
Legislative and Government Relations
Committees, has not been in vain. In
fact, the Legislative Brief from the
Legislative Committee that was submitted to the government in May of
2011 remains extremely relevant and

work still to do to help shape the new
legislation when it is eventually passed.
With the other stakeholders who will
be making submissions to the government, we all have the opportunity to
make condominium living and the
industry better.

As many may know, the review process
was officially launched in September
of this year and it is new and unique for
Ontario, and to the writer’s knowledge,
the first time it has been used in
Canada. As has been mentioned in earlier articles, the essence of the new
process is to seek broad based public
consultation and input before any Bill

or legislation is attempted to be drafted.
This way the government hopes they
can reduce the time frame for legislative reform from the usual 3 to 4 years
to approximately 18-20 months. This is
an ambitious model, and thus the many
participants and stakeholders are working through it as quickly and as best as
everyone can.
The government is approaching legislative reform based on 5 pillars or foundations, which are:
1. Consumer Protection
2. Dispute Resolution
3. Licensing of Condominium
Property Managers
4. Governance
5. Financial

It is through these lenses that the government is studying the various problems and proposed solutions.

The following is a brief summary of the
review process:

‘…the government
picked a panel of 36
owners or residents,
trying their best to have a
cross section of the
condominium industry.’
The government has already held 4
public meetings (Town Hall meetings)
across Ontario where the Minister and
usually the local MPP meet in a typical
Town Hall meeting forum to hear comments, suggestions, etc. The latest one
was held in London, Ontario and we
are advised that the government plans
to do two more although at the time of
this article, the dates and places had not

been announced. However, it is
believed that one will be held in
Thunder Bay.

The government decided it would like
to have a “Residents Panel” and thus
sent out 10,000 letters to condo owners and residents across Ontario asking
if they would be interested in participating in a panel. Of the approximately 500 responses, the government
picked a panel of 36 owners or residents trying their best to have a cross
section of the condominium industry,
both as to type of condominium building, areas of Ontario and other demographic criteria. Given the large growth
in leased residential units, it is the
writer’s understanding that 3 members
of the panel are tenants with the remaining 33 made up of owners, most of
whom are resident owners although
some are non-resident owners.

The panel is to meet for a total of 4
Saturdays, eventually to produce a find-
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ings report on major issues facing owners in condominiums, and broad based
solutions (without trying to actually
draft detailed wording). Because some
of the panelists may not have had experience with the Act or the governance of
a condominium corporation, the government decided that it would be helpful to the panelists for representatives
from the various sectors of the industry

to speak to them briefly about various
issues in condominiums such as licensing of managers, governance, financial,
consumer protection and others. Each
speaker speaks for 10 minutes followed
by approximately an hour of questions
and answers. The panel has already
met two times with various members
of ACMO and CCI (Toronto) participating, including Dean McCabe, Sally

Thompson, the writer and Audrey
Loeb. It is expected they will finish
their work by the end of November.

Concurrently with the Residents Panel,
the government formed a Stakeholders
Round Table Committee which is made
up of approximately 25 individuals representing various sectors of the condominium industry including CCI
(Toronto), ACMO, engineers, owners
associations, developers, CMHC and
others. This committee is to meet a
total of 4 times for day long meetings.
It has already held 3 of them and will be
finished by the time this article is published. The meetings are approximately 6 hours each with extremely active
and engaging dialogue, all with the goal
of trying to identify the main issues and
problems in the industry and potential
solutions, though again without trying
to draft the language or getting into the
minute details.
After the Stakeholders Committee has
finished its deliberations, the organizer
(a consulting firm called “Public Policy
Forum”) will produce a Findings
Report, which is expected to be completed late November or early
December, 2012.

The next stage of the review process
will be the establishment of an Experts
Panel, probably in early January, 2013.
This panel will be a revolving group of
experts that will receive reports and
input from the Residents Panel, Town
Hall meetings, Stakeholders Round
Table Committee, online suggestions
and various briefs and representations
from a variety of stakeholders. The
Legislative Brief prepared by CCIT/ACMO will be one of many documents the Experts Panel will review
and consider.

The Experts Panel is to review, analyze
and distill all of the various reports and
input to determine the issues, problems
and solutions for the new Act.
Although there is no fixed timeline for
this, it is hoped that that stage of the
review process will take about 4
months. The Panel then will submit
their report back to the Stakeholders
48
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Round Table Committee and the
Residents Panel along with others, for
what has been called “validation”. At
that time the committees and stakeholders will review it and raise comments
and concerns, without going back to
square one and making representations
again. The comments and questions by
these groups will then be submitted to
the Expert Panel who will review them
and make their final changes to their
report and then submit it to the government. This final report should in
essence be the new condo Act although
not in legislative language.

If all goes well it is hoped that the new
condo Act will be introduced in
Queen’s Park for First Reading in the
spring of 2014.

In conjunction with all of the above, the
Deputy Minister has also established an
Advisory Group who will assist him in
understanding the issues, comments
and suggestions, all on an as and when
needed basis. The writer is honored to
be a part of the Advisory Group along

‘The Ministry has advised us
that all reports and findings
will be available to the
public, most likely to be
posted on the government’s
website, as it is important
for the government to have
full and broad based public
consultation and
transparency in the
process.’
with other members of CCI (Toronto)
and ACMO, including Harry
Herskowitz and Audrey Loeb.

The Ministry has advised us that all
reports and findings will be available
to the public, most likely to be posted

on the government’s website, as it is
important for the government to have
full and broad based public consultation and transparency in the process. It
is through this new process that the
government hopes to be able to achieve
a Condominium Act that will be around
for many years.

In addition to all of the above, the joint
CCI (Toronto) / ACMO Legislative
Committee will be at the Ministry table
as a stakeholder making presentations
on behalf of the industry. In order to
improve its Legislative Brief that was
submitted last year, the Committee
which is made up of over 30 dedicated
volunteers from our community including owners, directors, engineers,
lawyers, auditors and many, many
more, have met 3 times over the last
few months for day long meetings to
review and update the Brief. The writer
has the honor of being the chairman of
the Legislative Committee and cannot
thank everyone enough for their hard
work and dedication. This Brief, which
will include the sub-committee’s
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recommendations for better dispute resolution mechanisms (which sub-committee is headed by Richard Elia)
should be submitted to the government
before Christmas this year.

As you can see, a lot has been done to
date, but there is much more to do. So
we ask all members of the condominium industry to continue to make suggestions and comments either to the
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Legislative Committee or directly to the
Ontario government. Together we will
achieve great legislation for the condominium industry and communities.

We will keep you advised as the
process progresses and particularly
when the various reports are published.
Stay tuned! n
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ACMO Proposes A Self-Regulation Model
BY DEAN MCCABE, RCM, ACCI, AIHM
PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF CONDOMINIUM MANAGERS OF ONTARIO
he Condominium Act 1998 represented a very significant
improvement from its predecessor. However, 14 years have passed
since the act came into force and there
has been an explosion of growth within the condominium industry and residential market. This growth precipitates
the need to revisit Ontario’s condominium sector and revise the legislation.

T

In April of 2012 the Ministry of
Consumer Services vowed to do just
this and has since commenced the public consultation process to address the
most pressing issues. Among them;
pushing for a warranty on new condominiums, the creation of an out of court
alternative dispute mechanism and as
the purpose of this paper dictates, the
need for the regulation and licensing of
condominium mangers.

There are more than 1 million condominium residents and 589,000 condominium units in the province of
Ontario. The Ministry of Consumer
Services estimates that 50 percent of
new homes currently being built in the
province are condominiums with
Toronto being the fastest growing
condo market in North America. It is
estimated that the Greater Toronto Area
(GTA) will be the fastest growing
region in the province with an influx of
2.8 million people by 2036. Ontario’s
overall population projection is estimated to see an increase of almost 4.4 million by the same time.

With this in mind, the consumers and
the industry itself sought a review of

‘With a booming industry and over
1 million condominium residents in
Ontario, it has come time to reform the
system and initiate change to better
protect the public.’
the rules and regulations to guide this
growth. The current protection for condominium owners needs improvement.
Condominium owners rely on elected
board members (who are volunteers) to
report to the condominium corporations. These corporations may liaise
with managers who are tasked with
heavy responsibilities requiring a broad
ranging skill set, and ethical, diligent
performance.

Typically when a consumer makes a
purchase in Ontario, for a consumer
good, the law is set up to protect the
individual in the event that the good
proves to be of insufficient quality or
if a defect reveals itself. Warranties aid
the process by designating certain time
frames for return or exchange. This
process plays a significant role for consumer confidence; purchasers are guaranteed that if the product they have purchased does not meet industry standards then they, as consumers have the
right to respond.
For condominium owners in Ontario,
this is not the case in relation to the

selection and retention of a condominium manager selected to manage the
affairs of what is, in many cases, their
largest single investment. With a booming industry and over 1 million condominium residents in Ontario, it has
come time to reform the system and initiate change to better protect the public.

ACMO prioritizes this aspect of consumer protection in Ontario. We believe
that this must be carried out with a high
standard of care and an assurance of
ethics and professionalism. Over the
years ACMO has worked hard to create
a strong code of ethics to serve industry needs. We have developed three
separate codes to address each area of
the industry. This applies to individual
professionals, associates and corporations. To ensure the future success of
the enjoyment of condominium living
in Ontario, it has been necessary to
establish and maintain public confidence in the honesty, integrity, professionalism and ability of the condominium manager. Each Code and performance pursuant to its provisions will promote the continued development of a
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‘…for the profession to be self-regulated it must be done with
the most experienced and qualified players involved.’
mutually beneficial relationship among
condominium managers, condominium
corporations, condominium residents,
suppliers, employers of managers and
the general public.

ACMO is working with our members
to develop a regulatory model that will
see minimum requirements developed
and enforced. With a carefully crafted
licensing structure we have kept the
best interests of all stakeholders in
mind, and most importantly aim to keep
the process as transparent and equitable
as possible.

In our latest proposal candidates wishing to become a Registered Condominium Manager would be required to
conform to certain criteria:

ELIGIBILITY

a. the person shall be over eighteen
years of age;

b. the person shall not be an un-discharged bankrupt; or

c. The person is capable of managing

property within the meaning of
the Substitute Decisions Act, 1992.
1998, c. 19, s. 29 (1); 2009, c. 33,
Sched. 2, s. 17 (1).

d. The person shall not have been
found guilty of criminal offences of
fraud, theft over $ 1,000, breach of
trust, or other criminal charges as
listed in the regulation of the Act.

The person must have completed an
educational course, whose outline is set
in regulation, covering the financial,
legal and legislated requirements of
condominium corporations

ACMO welcomes and supports the
conceptual framework of other regulated professions in Ontario and is keen
to work with the provincial government
to develop the condominium management profession. Provincial associations such as the Registered Insurance
Brokers of Ontario (RIBO), The
Professional Engineers of Ontario
(PEO) and the Certified General
Accountants (CGA) have created a positive contribution to their respective

industries. ACMO recognizes the attributes of a self-regulating body and by
having already established the strong
foundations of ethics, discipline and
professionalism within our association,
we hope to expand on 35 years of experience to refine the profession of condominium managers in Ontario.

The time to introduce proper regulation
of condominium managers has come,
and both the public and the industry are
demanding it. With no effective professional standardization in place, condominium consumers have little recourse
in the event that their manager acts in a
negligent manner during the performance of their managerial duties, or
indulges in unethical activities that negatively impact not only the communities they represent but also the profession that they are part of.
It is clear that the current situation is
not conducive to an industry experiencing such transformation and growth.
Despite organizations like ACMO who
have attempted to raise the bar within

David Cousins, P.Eng.
President
Tel: 905-792-7792
Fax: 905-792-7829
Cell: 416-454-7400
Email: dcousins@davroc.com
Web: www.davroc.com
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the sector, there now needs to be an
official change to ensure that condominium managers become regulated
practitioners to serve the greater public interest.

To achieve this, three important factors
must be considered. First, what is the
risk if the industry continues to see the
condominium management profession
go unregulated? ACMO has already
identified that consumers will remain
unprotected. This also means that if a
property manager commits an offence,
the industry has no direct punitive system in place to prevent any re-offenders
or to warn and protect the public.
ACMO believes this is inconsistent with
industry standards and a demonstrated
history in Ontario of self-regulated professions with a commitment to public
protection and standards designed to
create and enforce best-practices

Second, for the profession to be selfregulated it must be done with the most

experienced and qualified players
involved. ACMO has over 35 years of
industry specific experience in training,
educating, delivering continuing education services and communicating to
stakeholders on behalf of their members.

Other jurisdictions have taken it upon
themselves to administer the condominium management profession
through related professions or similar
industries. Regulating the profession in
this manner would mean that condominium consumers and the public
would be excluded from receiving the
knowledge and expertise that ACMO
brings to the industry. Our client relationships differ greatly from those within other sectors and the specialization
has not been adopted by another occupational association. Furthermore
because ACMO has already initiated
the academic infrastructure, public partnerships and standards for ethical and
professional care, dismantling the exist-

ing organization would seem impractical and counterintuitive.

Finally, ACMO is large enough and
maintains sufficient resources to implement a self-regulatory model. We have
the commitment and support of CCI,
the largest voice for condominium
owners, boards and corporations in the
country, and our collegiate partners.

We are privileged to have worked
closely with CCI-T over the past 5
years to prepare for the opening of the
condominium act and to be able to contribute to the steps being taken to
enhance public protection. ACMO will
continue to work towards it’s mission to
“to enhance the condominium management profession in Ontario by advancing the quality performance of
Condominium property managers and
management companies.” n
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If you feel that your
condominium is a great
place to live, then
consider entering the
CCI-Toronto Chapter

Condo of
the Year
Contest
Tell us what makes
your condominium a
great place to live...
]
]
]
]

Community Spirit?
Special projects or
initiatives?
Overcoming financial
issues?

CCI invites all corporations to enter the
Condo of the Year contest.
Quarterly finalists will be selected by the CCI-Toronto Membership
Committee and the winner of each quarter will be featured in an upcoming
quarterly issue of the CCI CondoVoice magazine.
The Grand Prize winner will be selected by the Public Relations
Committee from the four quarterly finalists and will be announced at the
2013 Annual General Meeting. The grand prize winner will also receive a
street entry sign for their corporation – a prize worth up to $5,000.
Share your successes with the condo community!

Unique features?

We will send a writer
to interview you, take
photos of your condo
corporation and write an
article about why you
should be the ‘Condo of
the Year’.

Toronto and Area Chapter

Visit ccitoronto.org for details
CCI-Toronto and Area Chapter
2175 Sheppard Ave. East, Suite 310
Toronto, ON M2J 1W8
or email to ccitoronto@taylorenterprises.com
To view submissions from past quarter finalist winners visit
http://www.ccitoronto.org/News/Condooftheyearaward-PastWinners.asp
DEADLINE DATES FOR 2012-2013: February 1st, 2013 • May 1st, 2013

New Construction Performance Guidelines Clarify
Tarion’s Coverage for Condominium Common Elements
BY SEAN ALLMAN, HALSALL ASSOCIATES LTD.
ew Construction Performance
Guidelines Clarify Tarion’s
Coverage for Condominium
Common Elements

N

In October 2012, the Tarion Warranty
Corporation (Tarion) released the
Common Elements Construction
Performance Guidelines (CE CPG).
The CE CPG were created to provide
clarity regarding warranty coverage for
condominium common elements.

This is good news for the condominium
industry as a whole. The new standards
provide condominium boards, managers, consultants and builders with
prescriptive and descriptive requirements to determine if, or how, frequently-seen common elements deficiencies
are covered by Tarion. This should go a
long way towards alleviating drawn-out
disputes over construction performance
issues.

New Guidelines Answer LongStanding Need

In 2003, Tarion published the Construction Performance Guidelines
(CPG) for free-hold housing. Since
then, it has been attempting to apply
those guidelines to high-rise condominiums. Industry experts discovered
that the CPG did not consider the issues
typically seen in high-rise condominium construction. While Tarion did still
provide coverage for common elements, there was no source of information documenting Tarion’s position relative to many frequently-seen claims.

Over the past three years, Tarion has
worked internally and with industry
professionals to close this gap.

In 2010, Tarion created a committee of
experts and interested stakeholders
charged with writing new guidelines to
help standardize the condominium
common elements warranty coverage.
Eighteen months of discussion and
fine-tuning led to the creation of the CE
CPG.

The new guidelines set a minimum
acceptable performance standard that
must be met to satisfy the warranty
requirements found in the Ontario New
Home Warranties Plan Act for about
120 frequently-occurring concerns.
These include things like the appropriate repair for leaks in garages and

appropriate colour variations on
unpainted balcony slabs.

Clear Guidelines, Fewer
Arguments

Tarion has made warranty coverage
clearer by identifying construction performance expectations. The new information, “Puts in writing what Tarion’s
view has been all along,” said Kevin
Brodie, Director of Condominium
Common Elements, Tarion Warranty
Corporation.

During performance audits, engineers
identify issues they believe to be warranted. Often, the corporation’s engineer and the builder would have different opinions as to performance requirements, requiring Tarion to make the
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final judgment on the issue. In many
cases, these conflicts eroded the relationship between builders and condominium corporations. As well, Tarion
representatives had to decide whether
items were warrantable on a case-bycase basis, leading to even more uncertainty. By providing clear direction, the
new guidelines will take the guesswork
out of the requirements and minimize
any arguments and/or conflicts.

CE CPG Examples: Clear
Requirements with Reasonable
Flexibility

To illustrate the benefit of the new
guidelines, let’s look at two frequently-occurring issues: ponding water on
surfaces and damaged precast concrete.

Guideline item ‘1.8 Ponding Water on
Surfaces’ prescribes the acceptable
maximum area (1m breadth), depth
(6mm) and time (24hr) for water accumulations on surfaces where water was
not intended to accumulate. The item
goes on to say that ponding water
(regardless of size) is not allowed if it
is located in an area which cannot be
easily avoided during normal pedestrian use (for example, right next to your
parked car or in front of a door). As
these requirements are very clear, there
should be no dispute over whether
ponded water is considered a warrantable item or not.

The prescribed performance measurements (size, depth and time) clarify
expectations and help eliminate the
need for discretion which would often
lead to a dispute. Note that this standard acknowledges a need for some tolerance related to construction. It also
acknowledges that where water ponds
(still within the size restrictions) and is
not affecting normal use, it can be tolerated and is not required to be fixed.

Item ‘2.10 Damaged Precast Concrete
and Other Prefabricated Claddings’
deals with the issue of precast cladding
that can get damaged during installation. Corners are sometimes broken off
or chipped. While a panel may be
slightly damaged, it can be repaired in
the field and will often perform just as
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‘The new, tighter
guidelines help solve
conflicts by providing
additional
information and
preventing arguments
before they begin.’
well, so this item provides guidance
over what is reasonable. The guideline
outlines an aesthetic performance standard; it dictates that no damage should
be visible within 6m and that no sections should be missing.

Item 2.10 goes on to say that some
damage is acceptable. The damaged
areas must be located in service areas
not accessed by residents or the general public providing the damage does not
impact the anchorage or permit water
penetration. This provides a set of
guidelines that can be used in helping
predict warranty coverage.

Fairer Resolutions for
Everyone

The CE CPG will have a lasting impact
on condominium corporations and construction practices. The warranty standards covering common elements have
been clarified, making the performance

audit resolution faster, easier and more
predictable.

The new, tighter guidelines help solve
conflicts by providing additional information and preventing arguments
before they begin. Instead of relying on
past experiences with Tarion, engineers
and builders can now refer to the CE
CPG for answers to disputes about frequently-seen common elements deficiencies, ideally reducing the need for
Tarion involvement.

The written warranty requirements are
beneficial for the condominium industry
as a whole. Defined requirements allow
builders to fight back against unreasonable or unclear expectations, and condominium corporations benefit from
increased security from that knowing
unclear construction performance standards have been clarified and prescribed.

The result of the improved guidelines is
the ability to more quickly and accurately come to agreement on issues covered by Tarion. The easy access to clear
requirements will reduce the time spent
in disagreements which should simplify resolution and prevent rifts in relationships.

If you are a new condominium owner,
board member or construction company, it is important to become familiar
with the CE CPG. Pick up a copy of
Tarion’s Condominium Common
Elements Performance Guidelines from
their website (www.tarion.com) and
simplify your performance audit resolution process. n
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We respond to your concerns promptly.
Hassle free cancellation
Engineering background, Project management experience.
We serve GTA and surrounding areas.
We care about your property as our own house.
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Upcoming Events!
Level 101 Course [Webinar]
Webinar Dates:

Wednesday January 16 & 23rd, 2013

Webinar Times:

7:00 to 8:30 each evening
(two part session which is viewed
from your home or office)

Cost:

$125 for Members (plus HST)
$225 for Non-Members (plus HST)

Level 200 Course
Dates & Times:

Saturday, February 18th and 23rd, 2013
9:30 to 4:00 p.m. each day

Location:

IN CLASS SESSION
North York Novotel Hotel,
3 Park Home Avenue

Cost:

$225 for Members (plus HST)
$350 for Non-Members (plus HST)

Level 201 Course
Dates & Times:

Tuesday March 19th, 2013
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Location:

IN CLASS SESSION
North York Novotel Hotel,
3 Park Home Avenue

Cost:

$125 for Members (plus HST)
$225 for Non-Members (plus HST)

For further course information, to download registration forms
or to register online, please visit www.ccitoronto.org/Education

The Year of Education – 2012-2013
FREE Course Offer!
CCI Toronto is pleased to remind members that 2012-2013 had been
flagged as the Year of Education. As a special promotion during this
year, condominium corporations who qualify will receive two complimentary Level 101 course registrations with their membership
renewal. Be sure to take advantage of this amazing opportunity for
either an in-class or webinar opportunity.
For full details visit:
www.ccitoronto.org/membership/specialoffers.
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